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This assignment enables to compensate for insufficiencies in assignment 2. Here we will use files 
and streams to encrypt files instead of compressing them.

Passing arguments
To allow users to easily use our new MyEncrypt encryption program we like them to be able to pass
information to the tool on the command line which is common for unix-like programs (reading 
command line arguments is described on page 404 of Absolute C++, fifth edition, Walter Savitch). 
Our program should behave according to this man (manual) page:

Name 
MyEncrypt

Synopsis

MyEncrypt <flag> <password> [<input-filename>] [<output-filename>]

Description

Encrypts and unencrypts files using a secret password.
If no input filename is given it reads from standard input (stdin).
If no output filename is given it writes to standard output (stdout).

Options for <flag>

  -h give this usage information and exit
  -e encrypt the input and write result to output
  -u unencrypt the input and write result to output

Example Usage

# encrypt content of input.txt using “mypassword” to output.txt
MyEncrypt -e mypassword input.txt output.txt

      # push content of output.txt to standard input of MyEncrypt, unencrypt
      # it using “mypassword” and write to standard output (prints to screen)

cat output.txt | MyEncrypt -u mypassword

In order to have your program both read and write to file and transparently to standard input and 
output you could use the istream and ostream classes as described on page 575 of Absolute C++, 
fifth edition, Walter Savitch.

Encryption
Of course after encrypting a stream the original content of the stream should be hidden and after 
unencrypting the encrypted content with the same password the original content should be 
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recovered. You can choose your own (un)encrypting algorithm, but it has to be slightly more than 
just using the password information to repeatedly add/subtract to (or logic-xor) the value of the 
characters in the input stream as this would be too easy to break for an attacker. Instead you should 
use some extra information in your encryption algorithm to make it harder to break. For example 
use the positions of each character, or use the value of the previous (encrypted) character, or some 
other information to increase security. Be creative but you can keep keep it simple if you want. You 
will have to explain what you have chosen when we review your code.

Testing
Test to see if your original content is restored after unencryption. Test with various files, also some 
big ones and also with an empty file. Use existing software to compare the files as with visual 
inspection you easily overlook differences. Also test reading/writing to standard input/ouput. Add a 
description of your tests to your source.
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